
 
To be the best version of myself… 
 
“Reflection has been key to my wellbeing and positive mindset. I do this daily. For 1 minute or 1 hour. In 
a journal, or on the car ride home. It is important to me to stop and reflect. Sometimes I reflect on 
something positive in my day, sometimes about a meaningful moment or connection that was made. 
From time to time I will reflect on something that has really upset or frustrated me. I find that those 
moments take the most reflection. Understanding what is upsetting me and what role I play in the 
situation is key to taking hold of the situation and making change, or simply moving on knowing I have 
done my best.” (Laura Boyd) 

“Despite all the challenges this year has presented, I have found myself to be more willing to embrace 
imperfection and prioritize relationships, connections and positivity. Each day, I give myself a little pep 
talk about the energy I’m going to bring into my classes. The energy I give to my students is usually what 
I get in return – so if I can go in with a smile and a positive attitude, I get this back from my students, and 
a chain reaction occurs. I also find that in this new environment, I am more willing to let moments of 
silliness and laughter drag out, because happiness and wellbeing are ultimately what will lead to a 
meaningful, successful learning experience for all students.” (Christie Meaghar) 
 
“A Healthy Perspective is what got me this fall.  Through all the uncertainty I found when I truly looked 
at our blessings and all the good things going on rather than the negativity, I was a better person for it. 
When we are in the middle of a global pandemic you can’t sweat the small stuff and need a positive 
perspective to know what is really important.  Take the time to enjoy life’s small joys!” (Robyn Leslie-
Spencer) 
 
“When I am at my best, I’m physically active and spending time outdoors. When I prioritize exercise in 
my life, I can control stress more easily. I have a busy job and a busy household, which leaves little time 
to exercise, so I have been cycling to work as often as I can. This gets me active and outdoors first thing 
in the morning. I always feel more energized and confident after a good workout, which helps me 
overcome challenges throughout the day.” (Brooke Millman) 
 
“To be the best version of myself, I have prioritized exercise, sleep and connecting with people that 
energize me. I have also spent some time getting curious about why I have found some aspects of the 
work this fall particularly challenging and others easy and fun. Noticing how my core strengths, 
character strengths and core values play a role has been incredibly useful and is helping me to navigate 
difficult moments with a bit more self-compassion.” (Melissa Rathier) 
 
“Treating my resilience like a muscle that needs replenishment, I try to find a few quite minutes each 
day to clear my head, be in the moment, and let go of unnecessary worry.” (Tom Karcz) 
 
“I downloaded the new photo widget for my iphone. Now whenever I look at my phone I am greeted 
with a different image from the past. It always makes me smile and I find myself sending a copy of the 
photo to friends or family, especially those who I haven’t touched base with in a while with a quick text 
saying ‘remember this? ����’ This makes me feel connected to those around me and reminds me that 
even though I cannot see my friends right now, they are still there.” (Nicola St George) 
“Since we started remote learning last spring, I have been making sure that I get outside and go for a run 
on a regular basis. Being active outside helps me feel a little more connected to the things that give me 



good energy; I notice what is happening inside my mind and in my body, and become more aware of 
what is happening around me. I get a boost of fresh air & energy that feeds my soul and helps me notice 
all the resources I have around me for support.” (Diana Dodd) 
 
“About a year ago, my dad and I began the practice of sharing one good thing that happened each day. 
At the end of day, I would send him an email that shared a small snippet of something positive that 
happened. The focus was to be on something that we achieved, how we felt or how we impacted 
others. This quick practice allowed me to reflect on my day and realize that no matter how challenging 
things were, that good things still happened. It forced you to realize that even if the day felt bad, or not 
how you imagined it would go, there were still lots of good things that happened. In addition, this 
practice gives your perspective on your day and forces you to focus on the good.” (Taryn Reder) 
 
“Because we cannot sing indoors, I have taken many of my music classes outdoors to safely sing 
(distanced and masked) as well as to walk in quiet and find the music in nature. These intentional 
moments of outdoor learning on our beautiful campus have lifted my spirit and kept me grateful 
throughout the fall.”  (Sarah Morrison) 
 
“To help my sleep hygiene, I use an app called Insight Timer and practice sleep meditations almost daily. 
I also use a service called Take2Minutes.org which sends me Social Positivity messages daily to ensure I 
start my day with a positive mindset. I have also used the same service to record Three Good Things 
daily over a two-week period. Focusing on the good also helps me stay grounded during these 
challenging times.” (Connie Serra) 
 
“What helps me every day is naming things I am grateful for in my daily prayers. During tough times, I 
remember the myth of the phoenix which rises from ashes stronger than before. I remind myself that 
‘this too shall pass’ and ask how I can use this situation to become a better teacher, parent, citizen? a 
better person?” (Said Hijab) 
 
“To support my resilience, I have participated in virtual professional learning communities (PLCs). We 
discuss best practices, share experiences, and brainstorm creative solutions for challenges. These 
networks remind me that we are all facing similar experiences and the rich discussions have introduced 
me to different tech tools to engage students. I also choose to see every day in the classroom as a 
chance to complete action research and integrate the tools discussed in the PLCs to see what best 
supports student learning.” (Janay Eccles) 
 
“To be the best version of myself this fall, I take a mindful forest walk at least 3 times per week. I engage 
all my senses as I walk through the forest. Feeling the crunch of the leaves beneath my feet, actively 
smiling at the sun and looking at my surroundings, appreciating the silence. I breathe in deeply the 
fresh, crisp air and exhale releasing all stressors of the day.” (Mary Brajkovic) 
 
“To be the best version of myself this fall, I journal in the morning at least three times per week. I write 
about what it is I want to let go of, something that I am grateful for and a couple of things I want to 
focus on for that day. Journaling helps me see the positives and find pathways to overcome challenges 
.It also starts my day off with a smile ����!!!” (Theresa Blake) 


